Introduction
Efficiently encoding the topology of triangular meshes has recently been the subject of intense study [l, 2, 4, 6, 5, 71 and many representations have been proposed. The sudden interest in this area is fueled by the emerging demand for transmitting 3D data sets over the Internet (e.g. VRML). Since transmission bandwidth is a scarce resource, compact encodings for 3D models are of great advantage. For a survey,, see the paper of Rossignac [4] . In this video, we present a novel algorithm for encoding the topology of triangular meshes. Our scheme performs a sequence of edge contractions that collapse the entire mesh into a single vertex. The set of contracted edges is a spanning tree of the vertices. With each edge contraction we store a Permission 10 make digital or hard copies of all or part ofthis work fnr personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies hear this nolice and the full cilation on the tirst page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists. requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. SCG'W Miami Beach Florida Copyright ACM 1999 I-581 13-068-6/99/06... $5.00 small integer that uniquely determines the inverse operation. For meshes that are homeomorphic to a disk, the algorithm is especially simple, but it also encodes surfaces with higher genus at the expense of a few extra bits per handle. Our encoding scheme has some similarities to that of Touma and Gotsman [7] , but takes a different approach by collapsing the entire mesh to a single point while always maintaining a valid triangulated mesh. Both schemes produce a stream of integers. For meshes encountered in practice their algorithm seems to generate long runs of identical code values, and thus can benefit from subsequent run-length encoding. We are still analyzing the compression possibilities for our code sequences.
Compression Method
As input, we take a mesh of any genus that is composed of topological triangles and has one face with b 2 3 boundary edges. An arbitrary vertex on the boundary is chosen to be the mc-vertex, or mesh collapse vertex and the directed edge leaving the mc-vertex with the mesh interior on its left is chosen to be the mc-edge, or mesh collapse edge. (Thus, for fully trianglulated meshes, any edge can be the initial mc-edge.) The entire mesh is collapsed into the mc-vertex by a series of operations that contract the mc-edge and select a new mc-edge in a completely deterministic fashion. For each mc-edge contraction we record enough information to determine a unique inverse operation In general, we record two less than the current degree of the vertex that joined into the mc-vertex by the contraction of the mc-edge; this number is one greater than the increase in the degree of the mc-vertex. Figure 2 shows an example.
After the first b -1 edge contractions, the outer face is a digon (b = 2), and the next contraction forms a loop. We drop this loop and find either another digon (the general case) or a "bunny ears" configuration show in Figure 3 . The new mc-edge of a digon is always the next edge counterclockwise around the mc-vertex.
We split the "bunny ears" to obtain two mesh components, each bounded by a loop. We recursively compress each component in turn; dropping loops to again obtain a digon or bunny ears. When a component consists of a single edge, then nothing further needs to be done. We record the split and completion of the first component to determine the unique inverse operations. We can handle meshes that are two-manifolds with more complex topologies as follows. When the initial mesh has more than one hole/boundary, we add dummy edges to triangulate the holes. When the mesh has handles then we compress as before. Whenever a handle is broken, we obtain a mesh whose outer face is the "bunny ears" configuration, but whose ears are attached internally by the mesh along the handle. This can be detected, since the recursive call to collapse one "bunny ear" will encounter the mc-vertex of the other. The only change to the mc-edge contraction when rejoining two mc-vertices is that we record that they were joined and the degree of the smaller.
The details are described in the full paper.
Animation
For modelling and animation, we used Gene Lee's [3] RASP tools in the UBC Imager Lab for Computer Graphics. Final frames were rendered with rayshade ~4.0.6, by Craig Kolb and Rod Bogart (http:// www-graphics.stanford.edu/'cek/rayshade/ rayshade. html).
